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ABSTRACT
Many fields of science rely on relational database manage-
ment systems to analyze, publish and share data. Since
RDBMS are originally designed for, and their development
directions are primarily driven by, business use cases they
often lack features very important for scientific applications.
Horizontal scalability is probably the most important miss-
ing feature which makes it challenging to adapt traditional
relational database systems to the ever growing data sizes.
Due to the limited support of array data types and meta-
data management, successful application of RDBMS in sci-
ence usually requires the development of custom extensions.
While some of these extensions are specific to the field of sci-
ence, the majority of them could easily be generalized and
reused in other disciplines. With the Graywulf project we
intend to target several goals. We are building a generic
platform that offers reusable components for efficient stor-
age, transformation, statistical analysis and presentation of
scientific data stored in Microsoft SQL Server. Graywulf
also addresses the distributed computational issues arising
from current RDBMS technologies. The current version sup-
ports load balancing of simple queries and parallel execu-
tion of partitioned queries over a set of mirrored databases.
Uniform user access to the data is provided through a web
based query interface and a data surface for software clients.
Queries are formulated in a slightly modified syntax of SQL
that offers a transparent view of the distributed data. The
software library consists of several components that can be
reused to develop complex scientific data warehouses: a sys-
tem registry, administration tools to manage entire database
server clusters, a sophisticated workflow execution frame-
work, and a SQL parser library.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.1 [Database Management]: Data models, Schema
and subschema; H.2.3 [Database Management]: Query
languages; H.2.4 [Database Management]: Distributed
databases, Query processing; H.2.7 [Database Manage-
ment]: Data warehouse and repository; H.3.5 [Database
Management]: Data sharing; H.2.8 [Database Manage-
ment]: Scientific databases
General Terms
Design, Languages, Management
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we outline our Graywulf1 project to build an
extensive and integrated software library and a collection of
user interfaces that offer generic solutions to many problems
of scientific data processing using database server farms.
The potential of RDBMS in scientific computing is already
well-explored and shortcomings are mostly identified [? ].
The lack of an array data type and transparent horizontal
scaling are probably the most important issues. These issues
are directly addressed by certain database systems [? ? ],
but we believe that building on the basis of the mainstream,
business-oriented database products also has its potential in
scientific computing.
The paper is structured as follows. After a more detailed
introduction, in Section 2 we discuss the opportunities and
challenges of using relational database management systems
for scientific data processing, as well as our solution to the
identified problems. Section 3 is about how distributed
query execution is implemented in Graywulf, and what new
features we are planning to add in the future. Section 4 sum-
marizes our concept of a scientific data exchange that sup-
ports integration of data models and file formats into a uni-
fied framework. Problems and solutions related to database
server cluster management are detailed in Section 5. Sec-
tion 6 describes the job system developed for Graywulf and
1In honor of Jim Gray, the name of our database server
cluster software comes from the combination of his last name
and from the name of Beowulf HPC clusters.
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Section 7 is about user interfaces and data visualization in-
side the framework.
1.1 Relational databases as platform for sci-
entific data analysis
While originally not designed for scientific applications, dur-
ing the last decade relational database management systems
(RDBMS) have become an essential tool for analyzing, pub-
lishing and sharing data in many fields of natural and en-
gineering sciences [? ? ? ? ? ]. Scientific data pro-
cessing tasks are typical data warehouse problems in many
senses. Database sizes are in the multi-terabyte range, ad-
hoc queries are usual and to be executed by a batch system,
data are much more often read than written and read oper-
ations have to be optimized for sequential access, and there
is no need for transaction processing.
Lately, the way of interacting with scientific databases has
changed significantly. Traditionally, software engineers built
databases that scientists could access via client tools, which
were simple web forms in most cases. This approach lim-
ited the possibilities of scripting data access, data reduc-
tion and analysis steps, whereas scriptability is essential
for many fields where complex data processing tasks have
to be repeated numerous times. Allowing user access to
databases directly via SQL queries solved this problem but
long-running queries and large result sets made it necessary
to go further and build user interfaces that allowed much
more than submitting simple queries and downloading re-
sults synchronously. Szalay et al. developed the concept of
CasJobs[? ? ? ] for SkyServer [? ]. In CasJobs, registered
users automatically get a small database, called MyDB, that
they can use as a sandbox for data processing. Queries are
submitted on a web interface and results are written into the
MyDB. Tables in the MyDB can be used in other queries,
shared with others or downloaded. MyDBs are co-located
with the large databases containing the science archives,
thus join queries between user data and the archives can be
executed. User queries are scheduled by a queue system to
prevent the congestion of servers by concurrently submitted
expensive queries.
Scientists have learned how to translate their data min-
ing problems into SQL queries and numerous extensions
have been developed to support the special needs of re-
searchers. For instance, Microsoft SQL Server has been ex-
tended with an Array Library [? ? ] that helps store multi-
dimensional arrays in variables and tables, offers a set of flex-
ible array transformation functions including arbitrary slic-
ing, and provides wrapper functions around the LAPACK
and FFTW libraries to call high performance mathemati-
cal functions directly from SQL. Other extensions, like the
Spherical Library [? ] with Hierarchical Triangular Mesh [?
], or various 3D and kD search libraries [? ? ? ], provide
support for spatial queries on the surface of the sphere or
in multi-dimensional space at a resolution required by as-
tronomy. Functions of these libraries can be accessed via
user-defined functions (UDFs). Because using UDFs to ma-
nipulate complex data structures, especially arrays, is rather
cumbersome, a good strategy is to define extensions to the
SQL language itself [? ? ]. Extended syntax SQL can be
parsed on client side and custom additions be replaced by
UDF calls.
One big shortcoming of traditional RDBMS is their lack of
horizontal scalability which makes it hard to adapt them
to the ever growing data sizes. The complex, multi-layered
infrastructure of the existing RDBMS software makes imple-
mentation of transparent scale-out techniques into the origi-
nal code base prohibitive and database cluster software built
around the major products tend to implement distributed
functionality as a higher level wrapper using client API.
1.2 The Graywulf Project
Our long-term goal is to build software that will convert a
bunch of database servers into an end-to-end scientific data
warehouse solution. Functionality of such system should
include
• integrated scientific data analysis inside the database,
• transparent distribution of computations and parti-
tioning of data over a cluster of servers,
• wide support for data ingestion, data transformations,
sharing and publishing of scientific data, and access to
remote data sources,
• support of data types essential for scientific data,
• support for spatial extensions,
• extensibility framework to support new data formats,
math libraries, query language syntax, etc., and
• programmable and interactive user interfaces to query,
analyze and visualize data,
• wide support for metadata and provenance informa-
tion, and
• cluster management and monitoring.
As we will discuss later in details, a significant fraction of
these features is already in place, certain features already
exist as stand-alone software but are not integrated into the
Graywulf system, while other components are still in the
phase of discussion and design. Graywulf is built around
Microsoft SQL Server. Our decade-long experience with it
and its easy extensibility via .Net runtime integration made
it an obvious choice for the project. Most of the code is
written in C# and runs on .Net 4.0 and depends on .Net
Workflow Foundation.
2. RDBMS FOR SCIENCE
As it was mentioned in the introduction, in order to success-
fully use RDBMS for the purpose of scientific data analysis,
several extensions had to be developed. We briefly review
some of the existing extensions and discuss future work in
this section.
2.1 Federated databases
The performance of database servers depends largely on
the I/O subsystem. Reasonable performance can only be
achieved by using finely-tuned, high-speed directly attached
storage which (in case of commodity servers, as of 2013)
is limited somewhere around the 100 TB range in size per
server node. This makes it necessary to think about the
possibilities of scaling-out databases to multiple servers. Ef-
ficient database sharding, while a basic feature of most no-
SQL systems, is not part of most mainstream RDBMS prod-
ucts yet.
High performance data warehouses might require setting up
multiple servers for the same data set in order to serve the
high number of requests. While difficult in case of OLTP
systems, load balancing over a set of identical databases is
not a particularly complex problem in case of the mostly
read-only scientific data warehouses. Load balancing queries
in a round-robin fashion is really simple for lots of cheap
queries, a single long-running, expensive query, on the other
hand, might require partitioning the problem (for example
by primary key ranges) and executing it on multiple servers
in parallel.
Scientific data is often stored in a heterogeneous distributed
environment. Even if we can stick to a single platform for
the core of the data warehouse, as we do in case of Gray-
wulf with Microsoft SQL Server, remote data on different
platforms should be transparently accessible. This rises sev-
eral problems including different transfer protocols, user au-
thentication, data formats, SQL flavours, caching of remote
data etc. We will get back to some of these issues in Sec-
tion 3.4 and 4.
2.2 Multi-dimensional databases
Scientific data are most often multi-dimensional. The spatial
and temporal coordinates and the measured quantities can
be considered as data points of a large parameter space. If
the coordinates are discrete and quantities are measured at
all coordinate points we usually talk about grid data. It has
to be clearly distinguished from the case when coordinates
are continuous, the parameter space is sampled sparsely but
the number of data points is high. We will call this latter
type point clouds.
There is a huge effort in the scientific database community to
introduce arrays into databases as first class citizens [? ? ?
]. Some products, like rasdaman [? ], primarily target geo-
sciences and implement array support in the form of client
libraries to a wide selection of mainstream database server
products. These efforts concentrate on storing a moderate
number of huge, densely sampled grid data sets like images
or data cubes.
Other databases consist of a large amount of small arrays
(typically in the 100 byte to kilobyte range). The point
clouds require a significantly different storage model and an
entirely different set of indexing and search algorithms [? ].
2.3 Point cloud databases
The simplest spatial indexing techniques divide the (usually
finite) surface or space into disjoint cells and data points
are tagged with the cell’s identifier that they fall into. By
knowing the cells boundaries, their volumes and the number
of contained points a bunch of questions can be answered
about the data points only by accessing the cell informa-
tion and without loading the data points themselves into
memory. The actual data points are only accessed when ab-
solutely necessary. By choosing the ratio of the number of
cells and data points right a significant speed-up of spatial
queries can be achieved when compared to full scans. For
instance, finding all data points within a given sphere goes
as follows. Find all cells that are inside the sphere and all
those that intersect with it. Data points belonging to cells
entirely contained by the query sphere will surely be part of
the result set, whereas points within cells intersecting with
the query region will have to be examined one by one.
When point clouds are stored in the relational model, a typ-
ical fact table containing the data points consists of an ID
column that identifies the data point uniquely, a CellID col-
umn that stores a reference to the cell which encompasses
the point, a vector Coords for the coordinates and another
vector Data for storing the measurements. Because fast spa-
tial access is the objective, the primary key is composed of
the CellID and ID columns, ordered by the CellID first. This
storage model allows for loading data points of a single cell
sequentially.
Geographic information systems (GIS) have long been using
3D and spherical indexing techniques to achieve high per-
formance at spatial queries. GIS implementations, however
are not open enough to support the special needs of astron-
omy, for instance, where many problems require large-scale
clustering analysis of the spatial distribution of hundreds of
millions of data points. To support the requirements of as-
tronomy, Budavari et al. developed a Spherical Library for
Microsoft SQL Server that enables astronomers to describe
spherical regions (areas on the sky bounded by great cir-
cle arcs) analytically and perform boolean operations with
them. The Spherical Library contains an implementation of
the Hierarchical Triangular Mesh (HTM) indexing [? ? ].
Lemson and Budavari developed a simple library to index
data distributed in the euclidean 3D space that also runs
inside the database server [? ]. Csabai et al. designed sim-
ilar software tools for higher dimensional metric spaces and
non-uniform point distributions [? ].
2.4 Arrays in RDBMS
One of the obvious limitation of the type system of RDBMS
is the lack of a flexible array type, though certain products
do support arrays [? ]. Mainstream RDBMS products have
been shown to be successfully used to store and process point
cloud array data efficiently [? ? ]. The Array Library devel-
oped for Microsoft SQL Server by Dobos et al., is optimized
for small arrays stored in-page in table columns. In the
Array Library array manipulation is done via user-defined
function calls. Because of the high number of element types
and operations, and the absence of function overloading in
SQL, array queries become increasingly complex because of
the numerous long and very similar function names [? ? ].
Efforts to design a query language especially for arrays con-
centrate on grid data and treat arrays at the same level as
table. In case of arrays as column data types a syntax like
that of PostgreSQL is more favorable [? ].
2.5 SQL Language extensions
Implementing spatial extensions that run inside the database
process or adding array support to relational databases is a
task for programmers but the libraries will be used by sci-
entists who are only familiar with the SQL language. Con-
sequently, extensions to SQL are necessary to support array
and spatial notations. One of the key goals of Graywulf is
to build a library that allows for simple implementation of
SQL extensions, as we will explain it in Section 3.3.
3. ANATOMY OF SQL QUERIES
The central part of Graywulf is the distributed query en-
gine that can calculate table joins across a federation of
databases. Our goal is to enable scientists to access all dis-
tributed data transparently via simple SQL queries and hide
all the complexities mentioned above. The problem of op-
timizing and executing distributed join queries, in general,
is rather hard. There are, however, certain simple scenarios
which can be easily implemented and which make access to
distributed data much simpler.
If we can make the assumption that most of the data re-
quired to execute a query is available co-located on one of the
data warehouse servers, it seems feasible to fetch all other
data from remote servers and other various data sources,
copy these data into local tables, and finally execute the
join query locally. To perform such an operation the exe-
cution environment must find the server containing most of
the required data, copy remote data there and execute the
final join.
3.1 Distributed join queries
Graywulf supports joins between co-located tables and re-
mote data sources. Before executing the joins, remote tables
are copied to the database server containing the co-located
databases. This is obviously the simplest solution to the dis-
tributed join problem and there is a lot of room for optimiza-
tion. The current version of the join engine is able to find
the server with the most co-located data to execute the join.
To minimize the amount of data to be copied from remote
servers, the engine can also restrict queries fetching remote
tables to the necessary columns and figure out, based solely
on the query text, the most restrictive constrains that can
be imposed on the remote tables without losing the ability
to correctly calculate the results of the join operation. This
is done by analyzing the WHERE criteria.
Fig. 1 explains the steps of a distributed join operation (red
arrows and numbers). When a user submits a distributes
join query it becomes a job and gets into the job queue.
Eventually, the scheduler service picks the job up, identi-
fies it as a query job and starts its processing. The query
is parsed and all necessary databases and tables are iden-
tified. Based on the Graywulf registry (c.f. Section 5) the
scheduler is able to figure out which cluster node contains
most of the data co-located and assigns the processing to
that server. First of all, remote tables have to be copied to
the node. Because remote data sources can contain data in
any format, an import task is scheduled on the worker node
(Step 1). The import operation consist of the execution of
a query against the remote data source (Step 2). This step
requires translating certain parts of the original query to
the particular SQL accent the remote data source speaks.
In Step 3 remote data is fetched and bulk-inserted into a
temporary database (TempDB) on the worked node. Multi-
ple remote tables are fetched in parallel. If the remote data
source supports it, indices created on the remote tables can
also be created on the cached versions of the tables in Tem-
pDB, which helps perform the joins significantly. Once all
remote tables are copied to TempDB, the join between the
local tables and the cached remote tables can be executed
(Step 4). The results of the join get stored in the MyDB of
the user (Step 5).
To reduce the overhead of remote table caching an algo-
rithm figures out the combination of table constraints that
minimizes the number of rows to be copied from the remote
database. The algorithm works solely from the query, no
table statistics are used. Still, it is superior to the remote
table join algorithm implemented in Microsoft SQL Server
which either retrieves entire tables, or queries records one
by one.
3.2 Partitioned queries
To distribute a single query over a set of server containing
replicas of the same data we implemented an experimen-
tal partitioned query engine. A partitioning column can be
defined on the first table following the FROM clause and
the system is able to automatically figure out the partition
boundaries. First a histogram of the distribution of values in
the partitioning column is calculated. When the histogram
is calculated, all constraints of the original query are im-
posed on the table.
In general, histogram calculation is a full scan operation
which can take a significant time if executed on large tables
or indices. Since it would mean an unacceptable overhead,
we create a small, randomly subset of each data set regis-
tered in the framework and run value statistics queries on
these small databases. The random sampling rate is usually
0.1% and only the main fact table is sampled. When sam-
pling other tables, we simply enforce foreign-key constraints.
3.3 Parsing queries
The first step of distributed query processing is to build a
parsing tree from the query. Graywulf uses its own SQL
parser to perform this task. As a second step to query
parsing, identifiers have to be resolved against the under-
lying database schemas. Though name resolution is nor-
mally done by the database server, to handle remote data
sources (for example web services that return data tables
in custom formats) a specialized name resolver had to be
written. During name resolution all tables and columns are
identified that are referenced by the query and required to
execute the joins. By having the list of necessary column,
queries for caching remote tables can be easily generated.
Name resolution is supported by a schema handler layer
which offers a uniform view of database schemas regardless
of the underlying software product. Schemas are extensively
cached to minimize the number of schema queries against the
database servers.
To create a SQL parser we implemented a parser generator
from scratch that suits our specific needs and generates re-
cursive descent parsers. Parsing tree nodes are generated as
partial C# classes, so auto-generated code and hand-written
code can be kept separately.
The internal representation of the queries in the Graywulf
libraries is always the parsing tree. Whenever a transfor-
mation to the query is required (for example removing the
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Figure 1: Physical system architecture of a typical Graywulf cluster. The basic configuration consist of a
controller machine, a web server for the user interfaces and any number of worker nodes. Graywulf registry
and the scheduler are co-located on the controller for performance reasons. Worker nodes usually contain
data archives, MyDBs, TempDBs for temporary data and CodeDBs for user-defined functions and stored
procedures. For the description of arrays and number, please see Section 3.1.
ORDER BY clause, replacing array notation with direct
function calls, or substituting remote table references with
locally cached table names, etc.) it is made by modifying
the parsing tree and then rendering it to text to send it to
the database server. When rendering code from the parsing
tree certain rules can be overriden to support various flavors
of SQL. To hide the complexity of the parsing tree from the
other parts of the API, the parser library implements lots of
functions to simplify parsing tree traversal.
To make extending the SQL syntax simple, our parser gen-
erator supports grammar inheritance. The Graywulf query
processing API is designed to use multiple SQL syntaxes,
and select the right parser. Additional parsers and name
resolvers can be added to the system as plug-ins.
3.4 Remote table caching
Executing distributed joins in Graywulf is very simple and
will be improved in the near future. All remote tables are
copied to the TempDB of a single server containing most
co-located data. Queries are then rewritten to work from
the locally cached version of remote tables, and executed di-
rectly by a single RDBMS instance. In the current version
of Graywulf tables are copied from the remote data source
every time a query is executed. Obviously there is a lot of
room for optimizations here. When working on a typical
data analysis problem, scientists tend to execute the very
same queries over and over to tweak certain parameters. If
remote data is needed to process queries caching them lo-
cally once and reusing them from the local copy is an evident
way to speed up operations significantly.
Li in his PhD thesis [? ] analyzed the problem of effi-
cient caching of remote tables thoroughly and implemented
a prototype system called TileDB. To reduce network traffic
several optimization steps can be taken. The most obvious
is to only fetch that part of the remote data that is abso-
lutely necessary to evaluate a query. It is relatively easy to
find the list of required columns and figure out the most re-
strictive WHERE clause that can be applied to the remote
table before fetching the data. There is, however, a trade off
between the cache hit rate and the fraction of columns and
rows cached. If only a tiny fraction of the table is cached
it is very likely that future queries will miss the cache. Li
used column usage statistics extracted from a huge set of
historical queries to maximize the cache hit rate by adding
more columns and pruning WHERE criteria when retrieving
tables from the remote databases.
3.5 MyDB and shared scratch space
By default results of queries are always stored in the users’
MyDB. This becomes a significant bottleneck in situations
when multiple queries are necessary to process a data set as
intermediate steps might produce data orders of magnitude
larger than typical MyDB sizes. Furthermore, MyDBs are
usually not on the servers where the source databases reside
and copying huge result sets would cause high network traffic
and slow down the entire system significantly. In a future
version of Graywulf we will make it possible for users to use
shared space on the worker nodes to store intermediate query
results on the worker nodes, next to the source databases.
Tables stored in this scratch space will have a limited life
time but will not have the strict space limits as MyDBs.
Because one of the main objectives of Graywulf is to hide the
complexity of database clusters from the users, referencing
the temporary tables from SQL queries should be simple and
should not require any knowledge about the configuration of
the cluster. This might rise many optimization problems, for
instance, once an intermediate table is created on a worked
node, all queries referencing the that table should be routed
to the same server.
4. THE SCIENTIFIC DATA EXCHANGE
One of our mid-term goals with Graywulf is to make it an
extensible data exchange for scientific data. One of the cor-
nerstones of providing a uniform, transparent, SQL-based
access to all data is to incorporate remote data sources and
user data into the same framework. Users will not only be
able to access information already in the data warehouse but
also to upload their own data into their MyDBs, or to reg-
ister and query remote data sets. Data coming from outer
sources will be automatically converted into an internal rep-
resentation and inserted into database tables or array struc-
tures. Extensions will be in place for accessing arrays and
other non-relational structures to make all data queryable
from SQL.
4.1 Data models and formats
Scientific data can be very complex, still a handful of rela-
tively simple data models are usually enough to store them.
Tabular, object oriented, grid array, hierarchical and graph
are the most fundamental data models. Relational databases
are limited to store data in tables while some ongoing efforts
will very soon make grid arrays available in some database
systems. Two other common models, hierarchical and graph
data, can be easily mapped to the relational model, though
query performances might not be optimal. Scientific data
is usually a combination of the aforementioned fundamental
data models. For instance, measurements stored in a grid
array are usually accompanied by complex metadata stored
in hierarchical structures. A good example is the Characteri-
zation Data Model of the astronomical Virtual Observatory
which defines a standard for tagging grid array data with
metadata [? ].
Data models is only one side of the problem, disk and wire
data representation being the other. Every field of science
is abundant in data formats which usually have different di-
alects from research group to research group. This problem
is well-known in reference to business applications, and to
address it standards, like the Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI), were developed. Still, many applications have their
own representation of the same logical data models and com-
munication between them requires a software layer that can
translate between the representations. Several server appli-
cations (Microsoft BizTalk Server, IBM WebSphere, Oracle
SOA Suite, etc.) with numerous adaptors to support various
standards and data representations exist to help integrate
business systems.
We have designed and partially implemented a plug-in based
system that will make writing data format adapters simple.
The current version of Graywulf focuses on table data only,
and data formatter plug-ins must implement ADO.NET in-
terfaces to return the table schema and iterate through the
table rows sequentially. Via these ADO.NET interfaces for-
matters are tightly integrated with the database server to
achieve the highest possible bulk-insert performance. Seri-
alization of tables and query result sets is done a similar
way, via formatter plug-ins.
4.2 Data surfaces
A data exchange system must have interfaces to ingest and
retrieve data via various network protocols and file or wire
formats. Some of the most common data surfaces use the
SOAP or REST standards or simply return data as down-
loadable files via HTTP. Higher throughput systems, how-
ever, might require more sophisticated wire protocols in the
future. The current version of the Graywulf code supports
only uploading and downloading tables in CSV files, but
most of the formatter plug-in system is in place.
In general, data stores might or might not be aware of the
data formats they store. In an ideal system data file formats
would be automatically detected as files are uploaded, and
converted into an internal exchange format, thus becoming
accessible for data processing services connected to the data
store. In our case, for example, if tabular data were uploaded
via the data surface, it would readily be materialized as a
table in the user’s MyDB, be queryable using SQL, and be
downloadable in any of supported file formats.
4.3 Metadata and provenance
It is very important to distinguish two types of metadata.
The first type is what the natural scientist considers impor-
tant: data describing the circumstances of measurements.
These could be the geographic and temporal coordinates,
environmental parameters, instrument properties and set-
ting, etc. The second type of metadata is what the com-
puter scientist considers important: information about the
content of the variables. In this section we concentrate on
the latter type of metadata. While the structure of the first
type of metadata is specific to the field of science, the second
type is rather generic and can be implemented as a simple
extension to the database schema. To clarify the distinction
between the two types, let us consider the following exam-
ple. A database table containing start and stop times for
measurements is usually considered a metadata table, while
the column names are also, obviously, metadata describing
what quantities are stored in the columns. Column names
themselves, however, are not enough to fully describe quan-
tities. If we want a system that can automatically identify
columns storing a given physical quantity (for example find
the columns storing celestial coordinates in a given coor-
dinate system automatically) we need, at least, metadata
to indicate the type of the coordinate system (equatorial,
galactic, etc.), the quantity (which spherical coordinate of
the two) and the unit the values are stored in (degrees, ra-
dians, sexagesimal notation).
Graywulf contains a framework for handling schema infor-
mation and additional metadata tightly integrated. Schema
objects are tagged with three metadata values: content iden-
tifier, unit and human readable description. Content identi-
fiers and unit formats are specific to the field of science and
they are stored as text.
Many scientific data sets contain tables with hundreds of
columns which makes assigning metadata to already exist-
ing schemas a laborious task that usually requires a person
with full knowledge of the dataset and some database back-
ground. Consequently, the most appropriate time to assign
metadata is when the database schema is being designed.
Following the idea of Gray & Szalay [? ? ] Graywulf of-
fers tools to add metadata information to SQL scripts, very
similar to XML comments of C# in the .Net framework.
Listing 1 shows and example of a SQL script with XML
comments. As a first step, a file scanner extracts XML com-
ments from the SQL script. Because XML comments do not
contain object names, rather their position inside the SQL
script determines what object they refer to, the SQL script
has to be processed as well. Once XML comments are as-
sociated with object names a standard XML file is written
that contains all metadata. After the SQL script is exe-
cuted and the database is physically create metadata can be
added to the database schema by running another tool on
the metadata XML file.
To store metadata inside Microsoft SQL Server database
schemas we use extended properties. In SQL Server any
number of extended properties can be assigned to every
schema object down to the table column and function pa-
rameter level. Querying extended properties, consequently
the metadata, is supported via system views.
We mentioned above that content identifiers and units are
usually specific to the field of science. In the near future,
however, it will be useful to standardize them. The reason
behind this is to be able to build generic semantic tools that
will be able to automatically discover relations among data
sets and help build complex scientific queries.
Conclusions drawn from data analysis are just as reliable as
the data are. As scientific data sharing is becoming more
common, it is getting more important to have detailed in-
formation about the origin, preprocessing and quality of the
data. The fact that in Graywulf all data are manipulated
with SQL queries, and we parse those queries before they
are executed, makes it possible to follow data provenance
automatically.
5. SERVER CLUSTER MANAGEMENT
To automate system management we created a central reg-
istry that stores information about the configuration and
status of the entire database server cluster. The registry
contains details about the system at the granularity that is
necessary to optimize database configurations for the under-
lying hardware. Although there are lots of products avail-
able for server cluster management, none of them provide
the functionality to micro-manage a database server cluster
at such level we require. Consequently, we ended up imple-
menting a simple management suite ourselves, specifically
for Graywulf.
The central registry consist of a hierarchy of objects, each
object referring to hardware or software components. Ob-
jects are organized into five groups: cluster, federation, lay-
out, jobs and security. The cluster group contains the de-
scription of the components of the underlying hardware and
software. Objects in the federation group describe the logi-
cal organization of data while objects in the layout group
store how and especially where data are actually stored.
The Graywulf registry is stored in a Microsoft SQL Server
database which provides transactional access to the cluster
configuration.
Although most details about the servers and databases could
be figured out directly from the database server and operat-
ing system configurations, for performance and portability
reason, we replicate all important information in the Gray-
wulf registry. To help enter information into the registry,
and maintain its consistency with the server configurations,
the Graywulf library supports querying server settings, com-
paring them to the actual state of the registry and making
the updates, if necessary. Figure 2 shows the organization
of the objects in the Graywulf registry.
5.1 Cluster hardware
The registry stores detailed information about the hardware
and software configurations. Machines are organized into
machine roles. The two default roles are controller and node.
The controller is the machine storing the registry and run-
ning the job scheduler, right now only one controller per
cluster is supported but we will have plans to make fail-over
sets available soon. Nodes store science data and execute
calculations. Further machine roles can be created to differ-
entiate the purpose of servers.
A typical high performance database server may contain
two or more RAID controllers, each configured to handle
multiple RAID volumes with different redundancy levels for
temporary and catalog data. In order to achieve the best
database performance on a given hardware, databases have
to be configured specifically for the I/O subsystem of the
server. In case of Microsoft SQL Server, database files have
to be allocated such a way that data get evenly distributed
among RAID volumes. Consequently, the registry contains
information about the servers down to the disk volume level.
Each disk volume has flags to indicate whether it is intended
to store the system, transaction logs, temporary data, or sci-
ence data.
5.2 Domains, federations and databases
Since database server clusters are generally used for multiple
projects simultaneously, Graywulf divides the configuration
into domains. A domain is a loosely coupled set of data and
services that belong to a single field of science. Federations,
on the other hand, are collections of databases backing a
single service. For example, a domain could be created for
astronomical data with two federations: one federation for
reduced astronomical catalogs and another for spectra. Each
federation would consist of multiple data sets.
Federations contain database definitions (which in turn con-
tain many physical databases) and remote database con-
nections. Database definitions are basically prototypes of
the actual physical databases. A database definition con-
sists of an abstract schema but no data. When a database
CREATE TABLE Star
(
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--/ <summary >The objects classified as stars </summary >
--/ <remarks >Contains photometric parameters of point -like objects ,
--/ including quasars </remarks >
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ObjID bigint , --/ <column ucd="id.main">Unique SDSS identifier </column >
ra real , --/ <column ucd="pos.ra" unit="deg">Right ascension </column >
dec real , --/ <column ucd="pos.dec" unit="dec">Declination </column >
...
)
Query 1: Sample script demonstrating how metadata is interleaved with SQL code. Lines containing XML
comments must be marked with --/. Graywulf’s metadata tool can extract these comments from SQL scripts
and store them in the database schema. See Section 4.3 for details.
instance is created physically on one of the nodes, it is au-
tomatically configured based on the settings of the database
definition and the settings of server on which it is instan-
tiated. This is the point when the optimizations for the
underlying hardware can be done. All database instances
of a database definition should have the same schema but
may contain different data. Database definitions can be in-
stantiated as individual databases, mirrored sets or sharded
sets (not yet implemented). Each database can have mul-
tiple versions. For example, a version can be created that
contains all the data while a mini version containing only a
small percent of the data can be used to gather query statis-
tics. Remote database connections are references to external
data sources that are not managed via the Graywulf system.
We currently support Microsoft SQL Server and MySQL as
external data sources.
5.3 Job framework registry
All the job framework related information is stored in the
Graywulf registry. Job queues can be defined on the cluster,
domain and federation level. Each queue is associated with a
machine role or a specific machine. By default three queues
are created, each one associated with the controller machine:
for maintenance jobs, for quick jobs and for long-running
jobs.
In Graywulf jobs are created based on job definitions. Job
definitions are job prototypes that define the workflow logic
behind a job, whereas job instances only define the input
parameters of the workflows. For example, a typical job
definition is that of a SQL query. It contains all the logic
to execute the query but not the query text itself. When a
user submits a query a job instance is created with all the
necessary parameters set and enqueued in an appropriate
job queue to be picked up by the job scheduler. For more
details about the job system, refer to Section 6.
5.4 Security system
The security system of Graywulf is rather simple and only
provides authentication of users. Users are defined on the
domain level, i.e. user registrations are shared among feder-
ations and services belonging to the same data set. User can
be members of any number of user groups. Authorization
has to be implemented in the services built on top of the
Graywulf API. This is one big limitation that we want to
address in a future version. We are also planning to add sup-
port to various open authentication standards like OpenID
and OAuth.
5.5 Logging
Because all jobs in Graywulf are workflows (see Section 6),
the logging framework had to be designed to work with .Net
Workflow Foundation. Fortunately, WF has its own log even
routing infrastructure and features sophisticated event filter-
ing which we could highly benefit from. At highest verbosity
the contains information about all registry modifications and
workflow activity transitions. Exceptions occurring during
job execution are logged with full stack trace for easy de-
bugging. Logs are written into a SQL Server database for
easy browsing.
5.6 Avoiding the configuration hell
Administration of a Graywulf cluster is done via a web-
based user interface. Distributed computer systems easily
get very complex to configure, especially when the learning
curve of software used is steep. Graywulf has a series of
features to avoid the configuration hell. The administration
interface uses configuration templates to register new sys-
tem objects (computers, databases, etc.) in the framework.
When new objects are added they are automatically precon-
figured to the most typical settings. The number of settings
is kept minimal which makes the system less flexible but
simplifies configuration tasks significantly. Registry objects,
once created, can be updated to reflect the actual hardware
and database configurations with a single click. This fea-
ture, called automatic discovery, turned out to be especially
useful when working with already existing database server
clusters on which the Graywulf system is to be installed. To
make a configuration portable any branch of the registry hi-
erarchy, including the entire configuration, can be serialized
into XML. XML files can later be merged into an existing
configuration.
6. JOB SYSTEM
Data warehouses must support batch processing. We set the
following requirements for the batch system.
• Jobs are very complex, parallel workflows.
• Allow build workflows dynamically at run time (for
example based on query plans).
• Allow queuing of jobs. Queues can process a given
number of outstanding jobs at a time and can have
different time out periods.
• Activity scheduler must be data co-location ever. Take
computation to the data and not data to the process-
ing.
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• Support suspension, persistence and restarting of long-
running jobs. Suspending jobs might be necessary
when the system is reconfigured, for example databases
are replaced with new versions.
• Support partial fail and retry of certain branches of
the workflows. Retry might be necessary when a cer-
tain component of the system fails but the execution
branch can be reconfigured to another database or ma-
chine. This is an important feature in case of parti-
tioned queries.
• Support cancelling of long running jobs. This is not a
simple task when multiple branches of a workflow can
run in parallel.
• Enforce time limits on entire jobs. Setting a time out
period on individual activities is not enough.
• Provide detailed logging with configurable granularity
to help debugging.
• Hide complexities of parallel coding with a simple pro-
gramming model.
• Support delegating certain activities of a workflow to
machines different from the one running the workflow
system.
6.1 Every job is a workflow
In the Graywulf batch system each job is a workflow. Work-
flow instances are created from prototypes called job defi-
nitions. The current implementation supports precompiled
job definitions only that can be parametrized, but their logic
cannot be modified. Future versions of Graywulf will be
able to execute dynamically compiled workflows. Jobs are
stored in the registry, ordered in queues. A scheduler pro-
cess runs on the controller machine that polls the registry
for enqueued jobs and executes them in-process. Multiple
workflows and, within each workflow, multiple activities can
run concurrently. Although workflow execution is not dis-
tributed, individual activities can delegate work to remote
machines. The simplest way of delegating computation is
to execute SQL queries on database servers other than the
controller machine. A more sophisticated way of task dele-
gation is also part of Graywulf, see Section 6.3.
Most Graywulf jobs are queries but data import and export
jobs, bulk file copies, plot generation etc. are to be sched-
uled as well. Jobs can get very complex because distributed
queries are translated into a series of smaller queries that
need to be executed in the right order but often in parallel.
We chose to implement or batch system on the basis of .Net
Workflow Foundation (WF). WF enables assembling com-
plex workflows from activities while hides the complexities of
parallel coding and logging. WF also support suspending,
persisting and resuming long-running jobs (although only
between two activities).
6.2 Scheduler
Workflow Foundation itself cannot schedule jobs. WF uses
a thread pool to execute activities in parallel, but all other
scheduling has to be done by a custom-written component,
in our case the Graywulf scheduler. The scheduler basically
does two things. It is a queue system that polls the reg-
istry for new jobs and job cancel requests, start new jobs,
cancels running jobs if necessary, and enforces job time-out
periods. Its other task is to be aware of the status of the
system and distribute workload over the cluster nodes ob-
serving data co-location. When a partitioned job is being
executed first it gets partitioned to smaller jobs. Each par-
tition will run entirely on one machine to minimize data
movement among cluster nodes. When a partition starts, it
is the scheduler that assigns the worker node to the work-
flow branch based on the availability of the datasets required
by the job to complete. For performance considerations the
scheduler must run on the same machine where the registry
database is located. Currently this machine, the Controller,
is a single point of failure in the system. This vulnerability
will be addressed in a future version.
6.3 Task delegation
Because all workflows run on the same machine, the Con-
troller, activities must be able to delegate task to the worker
nodes. In case of database queries it is simple, the queries
are simply sent to the remote database server and all the
processing will happen on the remote machine. Other tasks,
such as file import and export, plot generation etc. should
also be executed on the worker nodes instead of the Con-
troller. One of our goals was to provide a smooth and
transparent programming model for workflow developers so
task delegation had to be made simple too. Task delegation
is based on Windows Communication Foundation (WCF)
which is an integral part of the .Net framework. In WCF,
when configured such a way, classes can be instantiated on
remote machines. If workflow components are designed with
distributed execution in mind, from the programmers per-
spective instantiation of components in-process or remotely
will be totally transparent.
Because the application server designed for the .Net frame-
work (AppFabric) is too heavyweight, we decided to imple-
ment our lightweight application server, Graywulf Remote
Server. This simple process runs on the worker nodes and
waits for requests from the Controller or from other worker
nodes. The Graywulf Remote Server is designed to be en-
tirely configuration free, the only requirement is to copy bi-
naries containing the remotely activated components to the
worker nodes. Security issues are solved by relying entirely
on standard authentication and authorization schemes of-
fered by the Windows Domain and WCF.
6.4 Workflow components
To support distributed query execution and several cluster
management tasks a bunch of components have been devel-
oped. These components all support task delegation (see
Section 6.3). Components are written for bulk data move-
ment (bulk-insert results of a query executed on another
server), delegated file copies among worker nodes, format-
ted file imports and exports, plotting etc.
7. USER INTERFACES
Graywulf offers web-based user interfaces for administrators
and end users. Web interfaces are implemented in ASP.NET
using AJAX technology and minimalistic graphics to make
the pages more responsive and provide better user experi-
ence.
7.1 Graywulf admin interface
Administration of a Graywulf cluster is done through a web
user interface. The organization of the user interface fol-
lows the structure outlined at the beginning of Section 5.
Registry objects can be directly edited using web forms but
there are also“wizards” for more complex tasks, such as gen-
erating database shards or mapping database definitions to
the underlying hardware. The administration interface in-
cludes a log browser and will contain monitoring tools in
future versions. The documentation and reference will also
be readily available from the same web site.
7.2 Query interface
The main entry point for users in Graywulf is the query in-
terface. Its concept is based largely on CasJobs [? ? ? ]. It
consists of a schema browser, a query editor, a job history
browser and a MyDB manager. The user interface is di-
rectly linked to a domain and a federation (c.f. Section 5.2),
so multiple instances of the user interface can installed for
a single Graywulf cluster. The schema browser provides de-
tailed information on all data sets available within the fed-
eration, including remote databases. It is based on the same
schema library as the SQL name resolver (see Section 3.3)
to benefit from schema caching. The browser also displays
metadata and detailed descriptions of the objects. While
the current version does not have this feature, plans include
adding schema search capabilities to the system. The query
editor is a simple page with a text editor that supports SQL
syntax highlighting. There are buttons to perform syntax
checking and submit queries to various job queues with dif-
ferent time out intervals. We are planning to add auto-
completion functionality and a query plan viewer to the
query editor in the future. The job history viewer simply
lists all past jobs including error information.
7.3 Visualization
Fast and simple data visualization is always a key part of
a data handling system. Visualization is best done on the
server side as spectacular plots often require a lot of data
to create. Plotting also has to be scriptable and support
file formats used for typesetting. Despite its limitations we
chose gnuplot2 as the visualization tool behind Graywulf.
To visualize data users can write gnuplot scripts. The syn-
tax was slightly modified to allow executing SQL queries
inside gnuplot scripts. When plotting, queries are first exe-
cuted on MyDB and results are saved into temporary files.
The original plotting scripts are modified and queries are
substituted with the temporary file names. Output images
are then displayed on the web page or made available for
download.
2http://www.gnuplot.info
7.4 Integrated shared services
The query interface is just one of the possibilities of how ser-
vices can be built on the Graywulf library. Other, not SQL
based, but more sophisticated user interfaces can benefit
from the shared services Graywulf provides: user authenti-
cation, job system and scheduling, MyDB, data transforma-
tions etc. The web-form-based user authentication compo-
nent is designed to be easy to integrate into web sites, just
like the error reporting framework which help send detailed
error messages and stack traces to the system administra-
tors.
8. VIRTUAL OBSERVATORIES
The astronomical Virtual Observatory (VO) [? ? ] is the
main use case of Graywulf and Graywulf’s development is
mainly driven by its requirements. VO is an excellent ex-
ample of a heterogeneous, distributed scientific database sys-
tem. The range of astronomical data sets cover all typical
data models we mentioned in Section 4.1. Photos taken of
the night sky are grid data, reduced object catalogs fit well
into the relational model and cosmological N-body simula-
tions are point clouds. The VO defined its own extensions
to the SQL language called Astronomical Data Query Lan-
guage [? ]. ADQL defines a set of extensions to deal with
spherical regions, similarly to GIS systems. A good exam-
ple for a data surface (see Section 4.2) is VOSpace [? ].
VOSpace is a lightweight storage service that uses the REST
protocol to store any type or format of data. When users
upload their files to VOSpace, the service tries to figure out
the data format and, beside saving the original file, saves it
in a database to manipulate from SQL. While this is a simple
task for tabular data, more complex data models (images,
spherical region descriptions) require special libraries to han-
dle. Graywulf was designed to support these kind of oper-
ations by its extensible data transformation framework, c.f.
Section 4. The main objective of VO is to federate geograph-
ically distributed data set, which is beyond the current focus
of the Graywulf project as Graywulf is designed for mostly
co-located data sets. One can, however, easily imagine the
VO as a federation of multiple Graywulf systems which use
standard protocols to share data among each other. The
effort to federate astronomical data sets is controlled by the
Internation Virtual Observatory Alliance3.
9. SUMMARY
In this paper we have given a detailed introduction to the
Graywulf system, an API and runtime developed for dis-
tributes data processing using Microsoft SQL Server. Fig-
ure 3 summarizes the application layers of a Graywulf con-
figuration. While many components of the system are un-
der continuous development, the current version is already
operational and acts as the backbone for SkyQuery, the as-
tronomical probabilistic cross-identification service [? ].
In the future we want to focus our efforts on two devel-
opment directions. We will convert existing Virtual Ob-
servatory services for Graywulf to build an integrated data
warehouse as it was outlined in Section 8. The implementa-
tion of a more sophisticated distributed query engine is our
long-term plan.
3http://www.ivoa.net
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